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Renovated to the highest of standards, a luxe low maintenance lifestyle awaits in exclusive Avilion on Aiken. Nestled in a

private community this spacious four bedroom plus study Torrens Title home is found at a sought-after address of

peaceful convenience. With city and school transport on your doorstep, easy access to the M2, North Connex, Metro

Station and local shopping centres the new owners of 7/129 Aiken Road will enjoy the best of West Pennant Hills in a

second-to-none location. The practical floor plan, with multiple living and dining spaces, lends itself to families and

retirees alike. With elevated details throughout including plantation shutters, motorised window coverings, dual zone

ducted air, over-sized windows for abundant natural light and generous proportions this immaculate property is ready to

welcome new owners who will appreciate the flowing floorplan and appeal of a true 'turnkey' home. Designed for family

living, four bedrooms with leafy aspects ensure room for all whilst the ground floor study/possible 5th bedroom adds

flexibility to design a lifestyle to suit your own unique needs. The master suite with excellent storage and on-trend ensuite

will delight as an adult's only retreat whilst the family bedrooms are of generous size and share a resort-like bathroom

with free standing feature tub and thoughtful separate toilet. Sure to impress the gas kitchen with stone benches,

polyurethane cabinetry, quality stainless steel appliance suite and feature tap will steal the hearts of any home chef whilst

the magazine-worthy guest powder room and a well-designed internal laundry add practical flair to this fabulous home. A

hidden surprise behind the updated brush fencing, a spectacular travertine surrounded swimming pool with waterfall and

coloured LED lighting, brings holiday living to every day. Upgraded with (heat pump) heating, this saltwater masterpiece is

concrete constructed with Gemtec coating and glass for year-round sparkle.  With a seamless indoor-outdoor feel the

raised deck with leafy bush views is the perfect place to relax with an evening wine whilst parents will appreciate the fully

secured block for children and pets. Presented to market with absolutely nothing to do, the property is completed with a

Google doorbell and CCTV (with 30-day recording for external coverage and mobile phone integration), Actron air

conditioning, ceiling fans to all bedrooms, double garage with remote auto doors, Crimsafe doors, new paint and quality

carpet. With all the hard work done for you – it's just a matter of move in and unpack! With incredible proximity to local

parks, bush walking corridors, outstanding state and private schools, Thompsons Corner shops, Castle Towers and city

transport, this home is a must to inspect. The property is zoned for West Pennant Hills Public School and Muirfield High

School. Disclaimer: This advertisement is a guide only. Whilst all information has been gathered from sources we deem to

be reliable, we do not guarantee the accuracy of this information, nor do we accept responsibility for any action taken by

intending purchasers in reliance on this information. No warranty can be given either by the vendors or their agents.


